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ippur, the Day of Atonement is probably the most
important “holy” Day of
the Jewish yearly calendar. Every Jew will be there, moved
by the Kol Nidre, and trembling at
the sound of the shofar. It is the day
when we remember who we really
are, miserable and dust, completely
dependent on God’s mercy, and begging for it. It is the day when we are
confronted with the Great Judge and
Creator, before whom we cannot
cheat for He sees deep in us the good
and the bad. But it is also a great day
of hope, the day of “Great Forgiveness.” As Rabbi Irving Greenberg
emphasizes in his inspiring book on
the Jewish Festivals, Kippur means

”
ippur

more than “the removal of stain;” it
is “a change in essence, a redirection”
which identifies with the experience
of “death and resurrection” (The Jewish Way, 211). Kippur should therefore take us beyond the mere moment of awe and the mere exercise
of fasting. Kippur means even more
than the present emotion and good
feeling of being purified and relieved,
because our vows and our debts have
been remitted. Kippur has a cosmic
scope.   It is an affirmation of our
hope in the Great Day when we will
finally be really new in the new earth
and heaven cleansed by the Kadosh
Barukh Hu, the Holy One, our Lord,
and living in His real presence.

Jacques B. Doukhan, D.H.L., Th.D.
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The Good News of

in Seventh-day
Adventist Theology
Richard M. Davidson, Ph.D.

Professor of Old Testament Interpretation

T

he Day of Atonement (Yom Kippur)
occupies a central place in Seventh-day
Adventist theology.  Parallel with Jewish understanding, Adventists regard
the Day of Atonement as the most solemn and
climactic experience of the entire round of holy
days described in Torah. As in Jewish theology,
Kippur is interpreted by Adventists as a time for
the completion of a divine investigative judgment
of human beings.1  
The Day of Atonement is regarded by Seventhday Adventists as part of a sequence of  annual
holy days described in Leviticus 23 which have
prophetic significance, preenacting the whole
sweep of salvation history from the death of the
Messiah to the time of the Age to Come.2  The
Spring holy days of the Hebrew festival calendar
in Leviticus 23 are seen to be fulfilled on time
(with the death of Yeshua at the very time of the
slaughter of the Passover3 in the middle of the
seventieth prophetic week of Daniel 9:26–27, 31
C.E.,4 and the pouring out of the Holy Spirit on
the disciples at the time of Pentecost fifty days
later [Acts 2:1–4]). Likewise the Fall High Holy
Days of the seventh month, climaxing in Kippur,
are found to be fulfilled on time as predicted in
Bible prophecy.  
According to the Adventist understanding, the
The annual Yom Kippur represents a period
of time at the end of earth’s history.
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annual Yom Kippur represents a period of time
at the end of earth’s history just before the second coming of the Messiah.5  Many clues from
the Hebrew Bible show that prophetic time periods in Daniel employ the principle of a day for
a year,6 and that the seventy prophetic weeks
of Daniel 9 start at the same time as the 2,300
prophetic days referred to in Daniel 8:14: “For
two thousand three hundred days; then the sanctuary shall be cleansed.”   Daniel 9:25 gives the
point of time for the commencement of these
two related prophecies: “From the going forth of
the command to restore and rebuild Jerusalem. .
. .” This commandment was issued by Artaxerxes
in 457 B.C.E. The prophecy of the seventy weeks
of years thus lasted till 31 C.E. (457 B.C.E + 70
weeks of years), and the 2,300 day (year) prophecy of Daniel 8:14 extended to 1844 (457 B.C.E
+ 2,300 days=years).  
The Adventist movement was born in the cradle
of events surrounding the year 1844 C.E.   At
this time, there was an intense world-wide revival
of hope centered in proclaiming the fulfillment
of the   2,300 day (year) prophecy of Daniel
8:14 and other biblical announcements of endtime judgment such as Revelation 14:6, 7.  This
movement has been referred to by Christian
historians as the “Great Advent Awakening.”  It
extended from New England in North America
(with followers of William Miller) to South
America, Europe, the Middle East, and Asia.
Christians of many denominations were involved,

as well as leading Jewish expositors of Scripture
(such as Joseph Wolff).7 At this same time a
movement of Chabad and Yemenite Jews also
experienced intense expectations of the coming
of the Messiah.
According to the biblical (agricultural) method
for reckoning the Hebrew calendar, Yom
Kippur occurred on October 22 in the year
1844.8  Millerite Adventists eagerly awaited the
“cleansing of the sanctuary” described in Daniel
8:14, which they interpreted as the return of the
Messiah to cleanse the earth by fire and take His
saints to heaven.   When the Messiah did not
return at this time, some Millerites abandoned
their faith in the accuracy of the prophecies, but
a small group restudied the prophecy of Daniel
8:14 in light of other Scriptures.  These earnest
seekers for truth came to realize that according
to the prophecy of Daniel 7—which in content
and structure precisely parallels the prophecy of
Daniel 8—the sanctuary is not the earth, but the
heavenly sanctuary, and the work of cleansing is
not destruction by fire, but a work of investigative
judgment (see Daniel 7:9, 10, 22).
The Adventist movement was forged in the
realization that the prophecies of Daniel 7 and
8 hark back to the cleansing of the sanctuary
(and attendant judgment) of Yom Kippur that is
described in Leviticus 16 and 23.  In long days
and nights of prayer and wrestling with God
over the correct interpretation of Scripture, the
early Adventist pioneers came to the conclusion
that on October 22, 1844, Yeshua had begun his
Kippur ministry in the heavenly sanctuary. The
work of the high priest in the earthly sanctuary
every year at Yom Kippur (Leviticus 16) was seen
to foreshadow the present work of the Messianic
High Priest in the heavenly sanctuary. This
heavenly ministry involved a work of cleansing or
final atonement for the sins of God’s professed
people (Daniel 8:14), and presupposed a work
of investigative judgment (Daniel 7:10) leading
to the vindication of God’s people (Daniel 7:22:
“Judgment was made in favor of the saints of the
Most High”).
In harmony with a strong and ancient Jewish
tradition that identifies Azazel of Leviticus 16
with a demonic being,9 Adventist interpreters

found in Scripture (Leviticus 16) support for
the conclusion that Azazel stands for Satan. The
sending of the goat representing Azazel into the
wilderness carrying the already-atoned-for sins of
the camp of Israel (Leviticus 16:21–21) was seen
to point forward to the time of the millennium
and after (Revelation 20), when Satan as the
originator and instigator of sin (Isaiah 14:12–15;
Ezekiel 28:12–16; Revelation 12:3–4, 7–9) and
malicious witness against the saints (Revelation
12:10; cf. Deuteronomy 19:16–21) must bear
the final punishment to eliminate sin from the
universe and vindicate God in His dealing with
sin.
The doctrine of the pre-Advent Yom Kippur
investigative judgment in the heavenly sanctuary
has become one of the foundational doctrinal
pillars of the Seventh-day Adventist Church.10 It
is not a doctrine supported by only one or two
biblical passages such as Daniel 7 and 8, but, as
eminent non-Adventist, Jewish, and Christian
scholars now recognize, the concept of a divine
investigative judgment from the sanctuary is
found in numerous passages of Scripture, and
constitutes God’s regular procedure in dealing
with individuals and nations throughout biblical
history.   Before executing judgment (either of
condemnation or vindication) upon humans,
God regularly convened a covenant lawsuit
(Hebrew rib) or investigative judgment, in which
He revealed the evidence in open court that He
was just and fair and had done all He could to
save those involved in judgment.11 In the midst
of these local judgments depicted in Scripture
one regularly finds a revelation of the grace of
God offering forgiveness and salvation to the
repentant sinner. The final, climatic, universal
investigative judgment beginning in 1844 is
simply the outworking of the same principles of
justice and grace on a cosmic scale that God has
exercised throughout human history with regard
to specific individuals and nations.   
The meaning of the end-time investigative
judgment for Adventists may be summarized by
the multi-faceted meaning of the word in Daniel
8:14 that is often translated “cleansed.” The word
for “cleansed” in Daniel 8:14, nitsdaq, comes
from a root that has such a breadth of meaning
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that it cannot be captured by a single English
word.12 There are three basic English nuances or
extended meanings behind this Hebrew word:
(1) to “set right/restore” to its rightful place
(as emphasized in Deuteronomy 25:15); (2) to
“cleanse” (as emphasized in Job 15:14; 4:17; and
17:5); and (3) to “vindicate’ (as in Isaiah 50:8).
According to Hebrew thought patterns, it would
not be unusual if all three of these English nuances
were communicated in a single occurrence of
this Hebrew word.  And the context of Daniel 8
indicates that this is precisely the case in Daniel
8:14.  In verse 13, we have a question with three
parts.  We can literally translate: “For how long
is the vision:  [1] the tamid (or ‘continual’), [2]
the transgression that causes horror, and [3]
the giving over of the sanctuary and host to be
trampled under foot?”
According to this verse, three problems exist.
First, there is the tamid (or “continual”), which
according to verse 12 is taken away.  This word
tamid is used in the Torah to describe the
various parts of the daily service in the earthly
sanctuary,13and Adventists take this to refer
to the “continual” mediation of Yeshua in the
heavenly sanctuary which was substituted by
the apostate power of the medieval state church
with an earthly mediator and a counterfeit way
of salvation.
Second, there is the “transgression which causes
horror,” which according to verse 12 is the
transgression of the host, i.e., the sins of the
professed people of God.   Finally, there is the
trampling underfoot of the sanctuary and host—
the persecution of the saints, and yet more than
persecution. In ancient thought when a host
(army) and sanctuary is trampled underfoot (by
a conquering army), it is concluded that the god
of the host is weak and undependable.   Thus
when the sanctuary and the host is trampled, the
true God and His people and system of worship
are defamed.
And what is the joyous news for all three of
these problems?  It is contained in the three-fold
semantic range of the word nitsdaq—set right,
cleanse, vindicate. First, the tamid, Yeshua’s
 SHABBAT SHALOM

continual mediation in the heavenly sanctuary,
the sanctuary truth which was taken away (from
God’s people), must be set right and restored.  
Second, the transgression of the sins of God’s
professed people causing horror in the heavenly
sanctuary needs to be cleansed.  And third, God
and His people—defamed by the trampling
down of the sanctuary and the host—must be
vindicated.
Now there are separate Hebrew words for each
of these ideas—“set right/restore,” “cleanse,”
“vindicate”—but only the Hebrew word nitsdaq
can simultaneously encompass all of these
solutions.  Herein is the holistic message of Yom
Kippur encapsulated in a single word.  Adventists
find at the core of their raison d’etre the mission
to proclaim the good news of the restoring,
cleansing, vindicating work of God in these last
days of earth’s history.
The experiential essence of Yom Kippur in
the Adventist understanding, as in the Jewish
tradition, is summarized in the list of activities
of the congregation on this day prescribed in
Leviticus 23:26–32.14 In concert with the Jewish
experience of Yom Kippur, Adventists regard
Yom Kippur is a period of joy and assurance
of acceptance and cleansing by God.
the period of investigative judgment in which
we now live as an occasion of deep solemnity
and heart-felt affliction of soul (repentance and
fasting).  At the same time, both in Jewish and
Adventist thinking, Yom Kippur is a period of
joy and assurance of acceptance and cleansing by
God.15 For Adventists it is part of the “everlasting
good news” announced in the three angels’
messages of Revelation 14 (see vv. 6, 7). It is
good news because Yeshua is our Substitute and
Surety (Isaiah 53), our  Advocate and Mediator
(Hebrews 7:25; 1 John 2:1), our Faithful and
True Witness (Revelation 3:14), our Judge
(John 5:22), the One who cleanses us and takes
responsibility for our obedience (Ezekiel 36:25–
27), and the One who vindicates us against the
false charges of the accuser (Zechariah 3:1–4).

With such good news, we, like David, need not
fear, but rather may welcome and eagerly await
the judgment (Psalm 7:8; 26:1; 35:24; 43:1)!  
During my first extended stay in Israel with my
family many years ago, I had an opportunity to
experience the Jewish traditions of Yom Kippur
at the Heikal Shlomo synagogue in Jerusalem and
at the Western Wall.  I was joyously surprised
and deeply moved as I realized how much I needed to learn from my Jewish brothers and sisters
about how to really internalize the experiential
essence of Kippur.  Joining in the powerful Hebrew prayers of individual and corporate repentance, hearing the heart-rending recitations of
the rabbi and the agonizing yet assured chants of
the cantor, observing tear-filled scenes of reconciliation among erstwhile estranged worshipers,
experiencing the piercing blast of the shofar at
the end of the Day which captured in one clarion
tone the message of repentance and awe and assurance and joy—I was enriched forever by the
events of that never-to-be-forgotten day. Tasting
that experience has brought me back again and
again to other synagogues in succeeding years
to savor more. I long for the Adventist and Jewish experience of Kippur to merge and mutually
reinforce one another ever more intimately and
beautifully in days to come.    
Babylonian Talmud Rosh Hashanah 16a: “It
has been taught: ‘All are judged’ on New Year
and their doom is sealed on the Day of Atonement”. See also Philip Birnbaum, High Holyday
Prayer Book: Yom Kippur (New York: Hebrew
Publishing Co., 1960), 508: “On Rosh Hashanah their destiny is inscribed, and on Yom Kippur it is sealed.”  
1

For evidence that the festival calendar of Lev
23 is not only commemorative and liturgical
but prophetic, see, e.g., Richard M. Davidson,
“Sanctuary Typology,” in Symposium on Revelation, Book I (Daniel and Revelation Committee Series, 6; ed. Frank B. Holbrook; Silver
Spring, MD: Biblical Research Institute, 1992),
119–121.
2

See Richard M. Davidson, “Ponder the Passover!” Shabbat Shalom 53, no. 1 (2006): 4–9.  
This article, along with others cited below that
I have written, may be accessed on my website:
www.andrews.edu/~davidson.
3

For a Messianic interpretation of the seventyweek prophecy of Daniel 9, see, e.g., Jacques
Doukhan, Daniel: The Vision of the End (Berrien
Springs, MI: Andrews University Press, 1987),
31–44.
4

The Second Coming of the Messiah is signaled
by the blowing of the trumpet (Matt 24:31;
1 Cor 15:52; 1 Thess 4:16), which is seen by
Adventists to be the fulfillment of the blowing of the “great shofar” (the Jubilee trumpet)
described as taking place at the end of the Day
of Atonement (Lev 25:9, 10).
5

For twenty-three biblical lines of evidence for
the day-year principle in Scripture, most in
the book of Daniel, see William Shea, Selected
Studies on Prophetic Interpretation (Daniel and
Revelation Committee Series 1; Washington,
DC: Review and Herald, 1982), 56–93; cf. the
summary of this evidence in Richard M. Davidson, “In Confirmation of the Sanctuary Message,” Journal of the Adventist Theological Society
2, no. 1 (1991): 101–103.
6

For a description of the Great Advent Awakening and major participants world-wide, see
LeRoy E. Froom, Prophetic Faith of our Fathers,
vols. 3 and 4 (Washington, DC: Review and
Herald, 1946, 1954), passim.
7

For explanation of this biblical method of
reckoning the festival dates, based upon adding
intercalated years so that the barley would always be ripe in time to wave a sheaf at Passover
time (Lev 23:10, 11), see Froom, Prophetic Faith
of Our Fathers, 4:796–800.
8
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See, e.g., 1 Enoch 8:1; 9:6; 10:4–8; 13:1; cf.
54:5–6; 55:4; 69:2; Apoc. Ab. 13:6–14; 14:4–6;
20:5–7; 22:5; 23:11; 29:6–7; 31:5.  Cf. L. L.
Grabbe, “The Scapegoat: A Study in Early
Jewish Interpretation,” Journal for the Study of
Judaism 96 (1987): 152–167.
9

See Ellen G. White, Letter 208, 1906, cited
in Evangelism (Washington, DC: Review and
Herald, 1946), 221: “The correct understanding of the ministration in the heavenly sanctuary
is the foundation of our faith.”
10

See, for example, the divine legal investigative judgment of Adam and Eve in Eden after
their sin (Gen 3:9–19), Cain (Gen 4:9–11), the
antediluvian world (Gen 6:5, 12, 13), the people
at the Tower of Babel (Gen 11:5, 6), Sodom
and Gomorrah (Gen 18:20, 21), and numerous occasions of judgment with reference to the
people of Israel in the wilderness (for 28 biblical
examples of divine judgment from the sanctuary
in the history of Israel, see Shea, Selected Studies,
1–24). For a sample of non-Adventist scholars
who have recognized the motif of legal investigative judgment in the Hebrew Bible, see Richard
M. Davidson, “The Second Advent and the
‘Fullness of Time,’” Ministry, June-July 2000,
42–43, 47. For use of the Hebrew term rib
(“covenant lawsuit” or investigative judgment)
for both condemnation and (even more often)
vindication, see, e.g., Isa 3:13–14; 49:25; 50:8;
51:12; Jer 50:34; Hos 4:1; 12:1; Micah 6:1–2;
7:9. Cf. Davidson, “Confirmation,” 96–100.
11

For more complete discussion of this Hebrew
word, see, e.g., Richard M. Davidson, “The
Meaning of Nitsdaq in Daniel 8:14,” Journal of
the Adventist Theological Society 7, no. 1 (1996):
107–119.
12

See Angel Rogriguez, “Significance of the
Cultic Language in Daniel 8:9–14,” in Sympo-

13
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sium on Daniel (Daniel and Revelation Committee Series, 2; ed. Frank B. Holbrook; Washington, DC: Biblical Research Institute, 1986),
527–649.
For extended treatment of the Adventist application of these activities in the setting of the
end-time Day of Atonement in process since
1844, see Richard M. Davidson, “The Good
News of Yom Kippur,” Journal of the Adventist
Theological Society 2, no. 2 (1991): 13–20.
14

Well-known is the Jewish emphasis upon
repentance (cf. the Yom Kippur prayer book
containing beautiful and moving individual and
corporate prayers of repentance, and the Jewish
practice of reading on Yom Kippur the biblical
book of Jonah with its emphasis upon God’s
acceptance of man’s repentance) and solemnity
(as these High Holy Days culminating in Yom
Kippur are called “Days of Awe”), but just as
important is the emphasis upon joy and assurance.  See the famous description by Rabbi
Simeon ben Gamaliel of Yom Kippur as days
of joy: “There never were in Israel greater days
of joy than the fifteenth of Ab and the Day of
Atonement” (Mishnah Ta‘anith 4.8). Cf. Naphtali Winter, ed., The High Holy Days (Popular
Judaica Library; Jerusalem, Keter Books, 1973),
64: “Despite the repentance and abstinence
practiced on Yom Kippur, it was never a sad
day.  Its atmosphere was solemn but this was
always accompanied by the confidence and joy
at finding atonement.”
15

Ancient prayer
for the Day of Atonement
by Yannay (6th century AD):
“He (God) watches for the wicked and delights when he is made righteous
(behitzadqo) and all believe that He is Just (Tsadiq)”, see Mahzor, HIgh
Holoday Prayer Book (Hartford), p. 361.
Note that this old prayer is the only text, besides Daniel 8:14, which uses the
rare grammatical form nitsdaq (passive of the verb tsadaq).
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Ellen G. White

Fred C. Gilbert

Stephen N. Haskell

Merlin D. Burt, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Church History

S

eventh-day Adventists have always had a keen interest in Yom
Kippur or the Day of Atonement. It has an important end-time
meaning through its link to Daniel 8:14, “For twenty-three hundred
evenings and mornings; then the sanctuary shall be cleansed.”  
Adventists linked this text to October 22, 1844, and the fulfillment of
prophecy.  This date was the Day of Atonement in 1844 according to the
Karaite calendar.  
William Miller, founder of the American prophetic movement from which
the Seventh-day Adventist Church later emerged, wrote on the cleansing of
the sanctuary in 1842.  He identified seven different sanctuaries described
in the Bible:  the Messiah Yeshua, heaven, Judah, the Jerusalem temple,
the Holy of Holies in the Jerusalem temple, the earth, and the saints
or God’s people.  Miller concluded that Daniel 8:14 referred to the last
two sanctuaries—the earth and the saints.  For him this verse pointed to
the coming of the Messiah—the second coming of Jesus when the earth
would be finally cleansed with fire and God’s people glorified.  He did not
understand the significance of the Day of Atonement in connection with
the sanctuary.

Day of
in Seventh-day Adventist History
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October 22, 1844
After 1844, those who became Seventh-day
Adventists came to believe in a heavenly sanctuary
of which the earthly tabernacle or temple was
a model or pattern (see Hebrews 8:5; Exodus
25:40; Numbers 8:4).   They concluded that
Yeshua had begun the great anti-typical Day of
Atonement work of cleansing the sanctuary in
heaven.  They understood that the earthly service
was a type of this great heavenly event.  

In 1914, S. N. Haskell, a ministerial colleague of
Gilbert, wrote The Cross and Its Shadow.   This
volume, as the title indicates, showed how the
earthly sanctuary service pointed to Yeshua.  He
devoted three chapters in the book to a detailed
explanation of the antitypical meaning of Yom
Kippur.  These publications were an important
reference point for later Adventist understanding
of Yom Kippur.

Beginning in the 1890s, Adventists began to
look more closely at Yom Kippur and examine
the details of the service.   They then applied
its various aspects to the sanctuary ministry of
Yeshua in the heavenly Most Holy Place.  Ellen
White wrote a chapter on the Day of Atonement
in her book Patriarchs and Prophets that set the
tone for future discussions.  In 1902 and 1914,
a Jewish Seventh-day Adventist minister, F.
C. Gilbert, published a large volume entitled
Practical Lessons.   He carefully explained the
Jewish method of observing Yom Kippur and
showed how it was a day of repentance, judgment,
and sealing.   He also emphasized the spiritual
lessons from the service.  He published an even
more detailed explanation in his 1937 Messiah in
His Sanctuary.

During the next decades of the twentieth
century, several other authors wrote on the
Day of Atonement, including C. H. Watson,
M. L. Andreasen, J. L. Shuler, and Edward
Heppenstall.  These later publications followed
the lead of Ellen White, F. C. Gilbert, and S. N.
Haskell while providing further application and
explanation.  
While Gilbert as a Jewish Adventist continued
to observe aspects of his Israelite heritage, he
and other Adventist writers did not require
the observance of the Jewish festivals.   They
did however seek to present the profound and
significant spiritual and antitypical meaning of the
festivals and particularly the Day of Atonement.

Atonement
SHABBAT SHALOM 11

Yom Kippur
In the seventh month, on the tenth day of the
month, you shall afflict your souls,
and you shall not do any work. . . . For on
that day he shall provide atonement
for you to cleanse you from all your sins before
the LORD. Leviticus 16:29-30

Y

om Kippur is the most important
holiday of the Jewish year. Many Jews
who do not observe any other Jewish
custom will fast, refrain from work,
and attend synagogue services on this day. Yom
Kippur occurs on the tenth day of Tishri and is
instituted in Leviticus 23:26.
The name Yom Kippur means “Day of
Atonement” and explains what the holiday is. It
is a day set aside to afflict the soul and to atone
for the sins of the past year. Yom Kippur is a
complete Sabbath; no work can be performed
on that day. It is a day of complete fasting
beginning before sunset on the evening before
Yom Kippur and ending after nightfall on the
day of Yom Kippur. The Talmud also specifies
additional restrictions for Yom Kippur: washing
and bathing, anointing one’s body, wearing
leather shoes, and engaging in sexual relations.
It is customary to wear white clothes, which
symbolize purity and are a reminder of the
prophet Isaiah’s promise that our sins shall be
made as white as snow (Isaiah 1:18).

12 SHABBAT SHALOM

Jews spent most of the holiday in the synagogue
in prayer. The synagogue services begin early in
the morning and end with the blowing of the
tekiah gedolah, a long blast on the shofar, after
nightfall.
Yom Kippur Liturgy
Kol Nidre
The liturgy for Yom Kippur is much more
extensive than for any other day of the year.
The evening service that begins Yom Kippur is
known as Kol Nidre, named for the prayer that
begins the service. Kol Nidre is chanted with a
sense of emotional anticipation and a centuriesold feverishly moving melody. Dating back
until at least the ninth century, Kol Nidre, at
first glance, seems to have nothing at all to do
with Yom Kippur. Indeed, it appears to attempt
to release one from keeping oaths and vows.
Many commentators address this issue and
their main approach seems to be that Kol Nidre
emphasizes the importance of keeping one’s
word and reaffirms the belief of honoring one’s
commitments.

How appropriate, as we enter a day when we will
repeatedly say how we plan to change and do teshuvah.
Shema Yisrael
During the Shema Yisrael on Yom Kippur, the
second line is read aloud: Baruch Shem Kavod
Malchuto LeOlam V’aed, “Blessed is the Name of
His Glorious Kingdom for all eternity.” It is said
that Moses originally heard this line from the
angels when he was on Mount Sinai receiving the
Torah from God. Though normally said silently,
on Yom Kippur it is stated aloud.
Avinu Malkenu
The Gemorrah in Taanis tells the story of a
drought in Israel. Public fasts were proclaimed
and special prayers were said. The great Torah
scholar Rabbi Eliezer was called upon to lead the
prayers with the saying of the 24 blessings of the
Amidah, which is said at times of severe drought.
Yet no rain fell. His disciple, Rabbi Akiva, came
to the front and said a special prayer in which
each verse began with the words, Avinu Malkenu,
“Our Father, Our King.” Rain fell! The prayer
became a regular part of the prayer services during a time of fasting and tragedy. Today, it is said
during the fast days and during the ten days of
repentance.
Al cheit
Confession is an essential part of repentance.
Repentance cannot be just a fleeting thought.
By confessing one’s sins out loud, it becomes
something much more real. A person must come
to completely understand that the sins he or she
committed are wrong and cannot be rationalized
away. The two forms of confession, Al cheit and
Ashamnu, list all types of sins. The Al cheit prayer
lists many sins or categories of sins that are
commonly committed. Sins are expressed in the
plural. One cannot confess only for oneself but
must ask for forgiveness for all who sin.
A Jew prays three times a day on weekdays. On
Sabbath and other holidays, including Rosh
Hashanah, a fourth service is added (Mussaf )
in memory of the additional sacrifices given on
these days in the Temple in Jerusalem.

Neilah
On Yom Kippur, yet a fifth service (the only day
of the year with five services) is added. The extra
service unique to Yom Kippur is called Neilah.
Neilah is said after Mincha as the sun is going
down. This prayer literally means “closing” and
refers to either the closing of the gates of the
Holy Temple at the end of the day or to the
closing of the gates of prayer as Yom Kippur is
ending. The Neilah service contains stirring pleas
that our prayers be accepted by God before Yom
Kippur ends. The heavenly judgment inscribed
on Rosh Hashanah is now sealed during Neilah.
The hazan chants the service in a special melody
designed to stir the emotions and bring the
congregation to greater devotion.
There are a number of customs that have
become well accepted in connection with Neilah.
Usually the Rabbi or Rosh Yeshiva (head of
a Jewish studies school) will speak before the
Neilah service to inspire the congregation to
pray more fervently. In many congregations he
himself will lead the service instead of the cantor,
expressing the heightened sense of urgency.
The Aron HaKodesh (Holy Ark that contains
the congregation’s Torah scrolls) is kept open
for the entire service. Those able to stand up
for the entire time do so. Following Neilah, the
shofar is sounded with one great and mighty
long blast and the services conclude with the
exclamations of Shema Yisrael (“Hear, O Israel”)
and LeShana Haba BiYerushalayim (“Next Year
In Jerusalem”).
After Yom Kippur, one should begin preparing
for the next holiday, the most joyful feast Sukkot,
which begins five days later.
List of Dates
Yom Kippur will occur on the following days:
Jewish Year 5768: sunset on September 21, 2007,
to nightfall on September 22, 2007.
Jewish Year 5769: sunset on October 8, 2008, to
nightfall on October 9, 2008.
Jewish Year 5770: sunset on September 27, 2009,
to nightfall on September 28, 2009.
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DEATH
1. Why does man die?
“But from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil
you shall not eat, for in the day that you eat from
it you will surely die.” (Genesis 2:17; cf. Ezekiel
18:30; Job 24:19; Jeremiah 31:30)

4. Do the dead know or remember anything
of what they left behind them?
“His sons achieve honor, but he does not know it; Or
they become insignificant, but he does not perceive
it.” ( Job 14:21)

“There is no death without sin.” (Shab. 55a)
“Those who are born will of necessity die ... for
perforce were you created, perforce were you
born, perforce do you live, perforce will you die.”
(Avot 4:22)

5. Do the dead know anything, and do they
take part of what happens among the living?
“For the living know they will die; but the dead do not
know anything, nor have they any longer a reward,
for their memory is forgotten. Indeed their love, their
hate and their zeal have already perished, and they
will no longer have a share in all that is done under
the sun.” (Ecclesiastes 9:5, 6)

2. What happens when man dies?
“His spirit departs, he returns to the earth; In that
very day his thoughts perish.” (Psalm 146:4; cf.
Ecclesiastes 3:19-21; 12:7)
“Man enters the world with closed hands, as if
to say, ‘The world is mine.’ He leaves it with open
hands, as if to say, ‘I take nothing with me.’” (Kohelet Rabbah 5,14)

6. Do the dead praise or worship God?
“For there is no mention of You in death; In Sheol
who will give You thanks?” (Psalm 6:5; cf. Psalm
115:17)
“The dead have lost the opportunity of obeying
the Divine commandments.” (Shabbat 30a)

3. How is the state of the dead described in
the Bible?
“Many of those who sleep in the dust of the ground
will awake, these to everlasting life, but the others
to disgrace and everlasting contempt.” (Daniel 12:2;
cf. Ecclesiastes 3:20; 9:10; Job 10:20-22)

7. Where does the idea of the immortality of
the soul come from?
“The Jewish belief in the immortality of the soul
was actually honored from Greek thought, especially from Plato, its principle representative.”
(“Immortality of the Soul,” Jewish Encyclopedia)

“The daughters of Rab Hisda said to him: ‘Father,
why do you not lie down for a nap?’ He replied:
‘Soon, very soon, the days will come when I shall
have my long slumber. Now I ought to increase
my knowledge of Torah.’” (Erubin 64)

8. Who is the only one to naturally possess
immortality?
“Indeed, I lift up My hand to heaven, And say, as I
live forever.” (Deuteronomy 32:40; cf. Psalm 90:2;
1 Timothy 6:15, 16)
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9. Can we then consult the dead?
“When they say to you, “Consult the mediums and
the spiritists who whisper and mutter,” should not
a people consult their God? Should they consult the
dead on behalf of the living? To the law and to the
testimony! If they do not speak according to this
word, it is because they have no dawn.” (Isaiah 8:19,
20; cf. Deuteronomy 18:10-12)
10. What is the only biblical solution to
death?
“Many of those who sleep in the dust of the ground
will awake, these to everlasting life, but the others to
disgrace and everlasting contempt.” (Daniel 12:2)
“So also is the resurrection of the dead. It is sown a
perishable body, it is raised an imperishable body.”
(1 Corinthians 15:42)
“‘I slay and I will make alive; I have wounded
and I will heal’ (Deuteronomy 32:39). From this
verse we may learn the doctrine of resurrection.”
(Pesahim 68)
Amidah: “You, Lord, will raise the dead, You are
powerful enough to save.”
The Kaddish: “May God’s great name be exalted
and sanctified in the world which will be renewed, and where God will revive the dead and
raise them to eternal life.”
11. How will resurrection happen?
“Even after my skin is destroyed, Yet from my flesh
I shall see God.” ( Job 19:26; cf. Ezekiel 37:6-10; 1
Corinthians 15:35-38, 42-44)
“On ‘Let men sprout up in towns like country
grass ...’ (Psalm 72:16) R. Hiyya ben Joseph stated: ‘The just in the time to come will rise ... [This
is deduced] ... from a grain of wheat. If a grain
of wheat that is buried soon sprouts up ... how
much more so the righteous must who are buried.’” (Ketubot 111b)
12. What will happen to evil and its supporters?
“For behold, the day is coming, burning like a furnace; and all the arrogant and every evildoer will
be chaff; and the day that is coming will set them
ablaze,” says the LORD of hosts, “so that it will leave
them neither root nor branch.” (Malachi 4:1)

“And they came up on the broad plain of the earth
and surrounded the camp of the saints and the beloved city, and fire came down from heaven and devoured them.” (Revelation 20:9)
13. Will the wicked burn “eternally” in the Gehinnom (hell)?
“That when the wicked sprouted up like grass And
all who did iniquity flourished, It was only that they
might be destroyed forevermore.”  (Psalm 92:8; cf.
Jeremiah 7:32-33)
“Everlasting punishment ” does not mean everlasting punishing; it is the definitive effect that
is “everlasting.” (see 1 Samuel 1:22; Isaiah 34:10;
Jude 7).
“There will be no Gehinnom in future times.”
(Rosh Ha-Shanah 17a; Ned. 8b)
14. What biblical examples attest to the historical reality of resurrection?
“In the beginning God created the heavens and the
earth. The earth was formless and void, and darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit
of God was moving over the surface of the waters.”  
(Genesis 1:1-2 )
“Then he returned and walked in the house once
back and forth, and went up and stretched himself
on him; and the lad sneezed seven times and the lad
opened his eyes.” (2 Kings 4:35 )
“The man who had died came forth, bound hand
and foot with wrappings, and his face was wrapped
around with a cloth. Jesus said to them, ‘Unbind
him, and let him go.’” ( John 11:44)
15. What will ultimately happen to death?
“He will swallow up death for all time, And the Lord
GOD will wipe tears away from all faces, And He
will remove the reproach of His people from all the
earth; For the LORD has spoken.” (Isaiah 25:8; cf.
Hosea 13:14)
“Then death and Hades were thrown into the lake of
fire. This is the second death, the lake of fire.” (Revelation 20:14)
“Then came the Blessed Holy One and slaughtered the Angel of Death, that slew the slaughterer, that slaughtered the ox.” (Passover Haggada)
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(Lev 16:5; my translation). To determine what
the functions of these goats would be, the high
priest (Aaron) cast lots:
... and Aaron shall cast lots on the two goats,
one lot for the Lord and the other lot for Azazel.
Aaron shall present the goat on which the lot
fell for the Lord, and offer it as a sin offering;
but the goat on which the lot fell for Azazel
shall be presented alive before the Lord to make
atonement over it, that it may be sent away into
the wilderness to Azazel (Lev 16:8-10).
Before the high priest cast lots, the goats were
interchangeable. They looked the same and
either one could be for the Lord or for Azazel.
But once the lots were cast, the roles of the goats
were fixed.
The high priest did not decide between the two
goats. Casting lots was a way to let the Lord
decide. Compare the way lots were cast when
the Lord designated Saul as the first king of
Israel (1 Sam 10:19-24).

Kippur

One goat was “for the Lord” and the other was
“for Azazel.” This expression means that one goat
belonged to the Lord and the other belonged to
Azazel. The same type of expression, including
“for” plus a proper name, was engraved on
ancient stone seals that Israelites and
people of neighboring countries used to
identify objects as belonging to them.
When I studied ancient inscriptions at
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Professor
Naveh brought a bag of seals like this to class
every day so that we could read them.

and the Enemy

By Roy Gane, Ph.D.
Professor of Hebrew Bible and Ancient Near Eastern Languages

O

ur entire world is a war zone. We see
people suffering and dying all around
us. God is working to save us, but
evil does not easily let us go. What
or who is this evil power? Who is the enemy? Is
there a person or supernatural being behind all
this carnage? If so, what does he want? The Bible
answers these questions.
On the Day of Atonement, the Israelite community provided “two male goats for a sin offering”
Our entire world is a war zone
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There is a close relationship between the Lord’s
goat and Azazel’s goat. Each had an owner.
Since the Lord is a being who could own a goat,
Azazel must be some kind of being who could
also own a goat.
The goat for the Lord was offered to the Lord as a
sin offering to cleanse God’s sanctuary. The goat
for Azazel was not offered as a sacrifice at all. It
is true that Leviticus 16:5 refers to Azazel’s goat
as a “sin ritual” along with the Lord’s goat. The
Hebrew word here for “sin ritual” is elsewhere

translated as “sin offering.” But in the case of the
scapegoat, the ritual was not an offering/sacrifice
because the goat was not given to God as an
offering. Rather, according to verse 10, it was
sent away from God and His sanctuary “into the
wilderness to Azazel.”
Azazel must be an enemy of the Lord. The Lord
directed the Israelites to transport their sins on a
goat to Azazel, who ended up with this noxious
load. This would be like sending someone a
truck full of chemical waste or dumping a load of
reeking, maggot infested chicken manure all over
his front lawn—not a friendly gesture. Here,
Azazel, get a load of this!  
If Azazel is an enemy of the Lord, why does
Leviticus 16:10 say that the goat functions “to
make atonement upon it” (NASB), that is, upon
the goat? Sacrificial animals make atonement for
people or for the sanctuary. But here atonement
is made on the animal itself “that it may be sent
away into the wilderness to Azazel.” Atonement
on the goat does not make atonement for the
goat.   Rather, it removes sins of the Israelites
away from their camp. It is atonement for the
Israelites by placing their sins on the goat. By
Azazel must be an enemy of the Lord
sending evil to destruction, they are freed from
that which disturbs their relationship with God.
Atonement on Azazel’s goat is atonement in
the basic sense of restoring at-one-ness with
God by destroying the evil that comes between
human beings and God. Compare Numbers
25, where Phinehas, the son of the high priest,
made atonement for the Israelites (verse 13) by
destroying Zimri and Cozbi, who were flagrantly
sinning (verses 6-8). The couple did not receive
atonement. Atonement for Israel’s benefit was
done on the man and woman in the sense that
they were destroyed. Their actions were coming
between Israel and God. When these people
were eliminated, God stopped His deadly plague
on the Israelites (verse 8).
Ultimately God will destroy sin by destroying all
sinners who have not allowed Him to separate
their sins from them. But before God destroys

sin, He removes all responsibility for it from
Himself, as represented by the cleansing of
His sanctuary, and He sends the responsibility
away from Himself and His people to someone
represented by the name “Azazel.”
Azazel is an enemy of the Lord and His people
who has the sins of the people come to him. By the
time the goat for Azazel is sent away, the people
have already been forgiven and the sanctuary has
already been cleansed through sacrifices.
The Lord takes away my responsibility, but
Satan, represented by the goat for Azazel,
bears his own liability for punishment
The Lord’s goat belonged to the Lord and was
offered to the Lord, but it also represented the
Lord. So the goat that belonged to Azazel and
was sent to him must also represent Azazel.
The Lord bore the sins of His people by His
sacrifice in order to free them from punishment
for their sins. Azazel also bears the sins of God’s
people, but he bears them in a different way.
Some have suggested that Azazel is some kind
of demon. If so, his personality is not revealed
in Leviticus, perhaps to avoid the danger that
people in Old Testament times would have been
tempted to worship him. Although Azazel is a
shadowy figure in Leviticus, his overall profile is
clear and there is only one being in the universe
who fits it: Satan.
The name “Satan” is a Hebrew word meaning
“adversary.” In the Bible, he is God’s great enemy.
Satan has a lot to do with the sins of God’s people.
He originated sin in the universe, he caused the
human race to fall into sin by tempting Eve, and
he tempts us to sin. Satan is the mastermind
behind our sins. My sins are also Satan’s sins.
The Lord takes away my responsibility, but
Satan, represented by the goat for Azazel, bears
his own liability for punishment.
Suppose I belong to a gang that robs a bank. All
of us are responsible for the same crime, including
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the gang leader who directs the operation, those
who actually go into the bank, tie up the tellers,
and open the vault, and the driver of the getaway
car. The same is true when I sin. When I sin, I
belong to Satan’s “gang.” I am responsible for
making my own mistakes, but Satan is responsible
for tempting me.
The animals used in the Day of Atonement
rituals represented either the Lord or the enemy,
Satan. There were four sacrificial animals that
represented the Lord. The goat for Azazel
represented Satan.
The four sacrificial animals that represented the
Lord were: a sin offering bull on behalf of the
priests, the “Lord’s goat,” which served as a sin
offering for the non-priestly community, a burnt
offering ram for the priests, and a burnt offering
ram for the community (Lev 16:3, 5, 11-19, 24).

between the Lord and Satan by themselves, but
must rely upon the Lord to identify them.
Azazel’s goat stood in the courtyard, where the
altar is, as witness to the proceedings. Similarly,
Satan remains as witness to what God is doing
for us on earth. In addition to his role as tempter,
Satan is a witness against us. Having lured us
into sins, he condemns us for these same sins
(Zech 3:1-2). This is called “entrapment.” As
the original liar, Satan is not content to correctly
point out that people have sinned. He tries to
destroy God’s people by slandering those who
have been justly forgiven.
By accusing us, Satan identifies and implicates
himself. He is like a mugger who attacked my
wife’s cousin when he was a computer science
student at the University of California in
Berkeley. George was walking home after a late
night study session at the library. He heard a
sound in the bushes by his apartment and realized
that someone was there. In a panic, George told
him to go away or he would call the police. At
that point the man emerged from the bushes,
attacked George, and disappeared.

Of the four animals, only the “Lord’s goat” has
independent significance for the reality to which
the Israelite sanctuary pointed. The bull and ram
for the priests were necessary because the priests
were faulty human beings. The burnt offering
ram for the community had no separate meaning.
As elsewhere when a burnt offering was coupled
George went inside and called the police, who
with a sin offering on behalf of the same offerer
rounded up a group of suspects. The next day
in this way, the burnt offering simply added
George was called in to the police department to
to the quantity of the Lord’s goat sin offering,
identify the mugger in a lineup of the suspects.
making what amounted
But since the attack
to a greater sin offering
The animals used in the Day of Atonement was at night, George
(compare Lev 5:6-7;
couldn’t distinguish one
rituals represented either the Lord or the suspect from another.
Num 15:24-28).
The puzzle was broken,
enemy, Satan.
Of the animals used in the
however, when one of
special Day of Atonement rituals, the Lord’s goat
the suspects pointed at George and protested
carried the meaning of what the Lord is doing
angrily to the police: “He threatened me!”  
for us and the goat for Azazel represented Satan.
So the cleansing of the sanctuary and camp on
Satan tells the truth when he says that we have
the Day of Atonement all boils down to “a tale of
sinned. But when we accept forgiveness through
two goats.” That is the Day of Atonement made
the Lord and Satan goes on accusing us of not
simple!
belonging to God, at that point Satan is lying.
Not only is he lying, he is a malicious, false
The two goats were indistinguishable until their
witness, who is trying to destroy us by his lies. In
roles were determined by the Lord (Lev 16:8).
the Bible there is a law that tells what should be
They were just Billy the Goat and Billy the Goat
done with such a witness:
(not Billy the Kid; they were grown goats). Just
so, human beings are not capable of distinguishing
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They were just Billy the Goat and Billy the
Goat (not Billy the Kid; they were grown
goats).

Satan condemns me whether I am saved or lost.
If I am lost, he is not a false witness in this case.
But if I am saved, he is lying when he says I am
not forgiven. So the more people are saved, the
greater Satan’s responsibility and punishment as
a false witness will be. The more people are lost,
the less his punishment will be. No wonder Satan
is roaring around trying to get people to be lost!

If a malicious witness comes forward to accuse
someone of wrongdoing, then both parties to
the dispute shall appear before the Lord, before
the priests and the judges who are in office in
The Israelites got rid of their sins by sending
those days, and the judges shall make a thorough
them back to their source. “Chickens come home
inquiry. If the witness is a false witness, having
to roost.” “What goes around comes around.”
testified falsely against another, then you shall do
“Whoever digs a pit will fall into it, and a stone
to the false witness just as the false witness had
will come back on the one who starts it rolling”
meant to do to the other. So you shall purge the
(Prov 26:27). Satan is that source. Once he is put
evil from your midst. The rest shall hear and be
away forever, there will be no more temptations
afraid, and a crime such
and accusations. Only
as this shall never again Satan does not carry a molecule of
then will God’s people
be committed among
be completely secure and
you. Show no pity: my own responsibility. Satan is not my
free from evil.
life for life, eye for eye, substitute in any sense whatsoever. Only
tooth for tooth, hand
Years ago I was painting a
for hand, foot for foot the Lord is my substitute.
wall with another worker.
(Deut 19:16-21).
We passed the time by
talking about the Bible. But when I referred to the
In addition to the facts that Satan originated sin
role of Satan in causing trouble in the universe,
and commits sins of his own, there are two more
he indignantly replied: “To hell with the Devil!”
good reasons for him to go to hell. First, he tempts
I certainly agree that the Devil belongs in hell
people to sin and therefore shares blame for their
and the sooner the better, but we cannot simply
sins. Second, he is a malicious false witness who
dismiss his influence as my fellow worker did.  
will receive the punishment that those whom he
To ignore Satan would be like ignoring Hitler in
falsely accuses would have received if they had
Europe in 1944.
not been vindicated (compare Deut 19:16-21;
Num 5:31).
We know that God is fully able to protect us
from Satan, but in the Bible God warns us about
Azazel’s goat, carrying the sins of the Israelites,
the enemy. When you are in a war, you need to
represents Satan bearing responsibility with
know who and what you are up against!
regard to human sins that is his own responsibility.
The penalty that he will receive as a malicious
__________________________
witness is the penalty that God’s true people
This article is a revised version of Roy Gane, Alwould have received if they had been proven
tar Call (Berrien Springs, Mich.: Diadem, 1999),
in the judgment to be unforgiven. But the
247-255.
responsibility is his as a false witness; it is not
their actual responsibility at all. Satan does not
carry a molecule of my own responsibility. Satan
is not my substitute in any sense whatsoever.
Only the Lord is my substitute.
To ignore Satan would be like ignoring Hitler.
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Kippur
Creation
And

By Jacques B. Doukhan, D.H.L., Th.D.
Editor, Shabbat Shalom

A

ccording to Leviticus 16, Kippur
had cosmic implications. The people
submitted “all the iniquities of the
people” to divine judgment. The
expression “all the iniquities/sins” runs as a
Leitmotiv in Leviticus 16 (verses 21, 22, 30) and
also appears in the psalm inspired by this great
festival (Psalm 130:8). The Day of Atonement
is the moment where the sins of all Israel receive
atonement, or forgiveness. Forgiveness was
ensured during the year through the “perpetual”
sacrifice; but on the Day of Atonement, it needed
the backup of other sacrifices. The expiation of
sin was not an individual matter anymore. The
Day of Atonement was the only time when the
totality of the people of Israel and the whole
space of the sanctuary were totally “purified”
(Leviticus 16:17, 33, 34). It was also the only
time that the high priest could enter the Hoy of
Holies in the sanctuary and physically present
himself to God (Exodus 30:6-10; Leviticus 16:2,
14). And it was the only time when the Great
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Pardon of God extended beyond the simple,
individual pardon. Sin was not only forgiven, but
banished from the camp. The high priest chased
“Azazel,” the incarnation of sin, into the desert
(Leviticus 16:21).
But this ceremony enacts more than the
judgment. The Day of Atonement points to
Creation. The rhythm 7 is sounded through the
7 occurrences of “all the iniquities/sins.” Also, it
is interesting that the time of the festival reveals
the same quota of 7/10 as in the Creation story.
In Genesis 1, Creation takes places in 7 days and
in 10 words. Similarly, the Day of Atonement
takes place in the seventh month on the tenth day
of the month. The cleansing of the sanctuary is in
fact the sign of the total purification of the whole
earth on the day of God’s judgment. Biblical
theology understood the Israelite sanctuary
as representative of the whole world that God
created. The description of the construction
of the sanctuary in Exodus 25-40 parallels the

The Day of Atonement points to Creation.
narration of the creation of the world in Genesis
1:1-2:4. Both occur in seven stages and both
end with the same technical phrase: “finished
the work” (Genesis 2:2; Exodus 40:33). The
construction of the Temple of Solomon also
takes place in seven stages and ends with the same
words: “finished the work” (1 Kings 7:40, 51).
The phrase appears only in these three passages
of the Bible and clearly indicates the relationship
between the sanctuary-temple and Creation. The
psalms also attest to that connection: “He built
the sanctuary like the high mountains, like the
earth that He established forever” (see Psalm
78:69; cf. 134:3; 150:1, 6).

our God, King of the Universe, who opens the
doors of Your grace and opens the eyes of those
who wait for the forgiveness of Him who has
created light and darkness, and all things” (Yotser
leyom Kippur). “How is the human to be just
before his Creator, when he stands naked before
Him?” (Mosaph leyom Kippur).
The prophecy of Daniel sees on the horizon of
history a heavenly Kippur described in terms of
judgment and creation. The Kippur the Israelites
celebrated in the desert is but a rough draft of the
heavenly Kippur. The two events belong to two
totally different orders. And yet, to comprehend
the divine Kippur, one must understand the
earthly Kippur. Its spiritual message reminds us
that history will come to an end, and that the GodJudge will rise to seal the destiny of the human
race and prepare for them a new kingdom.

In a way, Kippur reminds us, then, of the weekly
Sabbath, evoking like that day the creation
of the world (Exodus 20:11; Genesis 2:1-3).
We understand now the relevance of both
Significantly, of all the festivals depicted in
judgment and of creation during such moments
the book of Leviticus, we find the book setting
in history. In fact, judgment and creation operate
only these two—the Sabbath and the Day of
the same way. Judgment elects a new people,
Atonement—apart as a day when the people
torn from the grip of sin and suffering. They
are to “do no work,” as
are a people set apart,
opposed to doing “no Kippur reminds us, then, of the weekly separated from the
regular work” (Leviticus Sabbath, evoking like that day the others, but also a forgiven
23:3, 28, 35, etc.).
people. Creation fashions
creation of the world.
a new world— a purified
For the Israelite, Kippur
planet released from
symbolized the purification of the world, a true rethe shadow of death. In this context, judgment
creation. This is why Daniel uses the expression
is synonymous with creation, as both imply a
“evenings and mornings” (Daniel 8:14), a phrase
radical separation.1 Kippur is simultaneously the
that occurs strictly in the context of Creation
awareness of divine judgment and the hope of re(Genesis 1:5, 8, 13, 19, 23, 31).
creation.
Jewish tradition also associated the idea of
Creation, like that of judgment, with the day of
Kippur. The ancient Midrash, interpreting the
first verses of Creation, declares: “There was an
evening, and there was a morning, one day, this
means that the Holy One, Blessed be He, gave
them (Israel) one day, which is none other than
the day of Kippur” (Midrash Rabbah, Genesis 4.
10).
The prayers recited on Yom Kippur remind the
believer that the God who judges is also the
Creator who forgives. “Blessed art thou, O Lord

On the one hand, the awareness of the judgment
of God invites us to repentance. Yom Kippur
was the day for the Israelite to “deny himself”
(Leviticus 16:29, 31) and to assume responsibility
for his actions. God “created [the] inmost being”
and weighs all actions (Psalm 139). But believing
in divine judgment does not imply the mournful
attitude of someone groveling in misery and
sinfulness, permanently undergoing judgment.
On the contrary, “be happy, . . . let your heart
give you joy in the days of your youth. Follow the
Judgment is synonymous with creation
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Judgment does not exclude the
enjoyment of life—rather it implies it.
ways of your heart and whatever your eyes see,
but know that for all these things God will bring
you to judgment” (Ecclesiastes 11:9). Judgment
does not exclude the enjoyment of life—rather it
implies it. Our awareness of judgment provides
the frame in which we can best experience life.
The promise of re-creation also validates our
hope. We can expect real change. True salvation
is historical, not just spiritual. We cannot
save ourselves in our present condition. Only
God can, and to do so He must transform
the world—the essential meaning behind the
festival of Kippur. An old story tells of ten
rabbis, righteous and just, tortured to death by
the Romans. The prayer book narrates that a
voice then tore through the heavens and cried:
“Is this then the reward of the just?” to which
God answered: “Shut up! Or I destroy the
world!” No other solution exists for the problem
of evil. Salvation implies the destruction of the
very cause of suffering and death. Not a mystical
or psychological experience, salvation is an event
of cosmic proportions that comes from beyond
and is situated in history.
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Judgment and re-creation are the two faces of
Kippur. It is not surprising that the book of
Revelation mentions them as the two vectors of
faith during the last days. Entering into the cycle
of Daniel 7, right before the coming of the Son of
man—that is, during the celestial Kippur—the
prophecies of Revelation 13 and 14 mention a
messenger bearing precisely the dual message of
judgment and creation: “He said in a loud voice,
‘Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of
his judgment has come. Worship him who made
the heavens, the earth, the sea and the springs of
water’” (Revelation 14:7).
According to the book of Revelation, which
arises out of the book of Daniel, the last days
will resound with new adoration embracing the
notions of judgment and creation.2
Gordon J. Wenham, Genesis 1-15, Word
Biblical Commentary, vol 1 (Waco, TX: Word,
1987), 18.
2
See also Ecclesiastes 11:6-10 where “Judgment
and Creation” are linked in a passage that speaks
about the end. See Jacques B. Doukhan, All Is
Vanity (Nampa, ID: Pacific Press Publishing
Association, 2006), 115-117.
1
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“Times of counting are times of remembering; here amidst showers
Of shiny fruits, both the sweet and the bitter-tasting results,
The honey of promises gleams on apples that turn to mud
In our innermost of mouths, we can sit facing westward
Toward imminent rich tents, telling and remembering.
. . . — so, at this time, our counting begins,
Whirling all its syllables into the circling wind
That plays about our faces with a force between a blow’s
And a caress’, Like the strength of a blessing, as we go
Quietly on with what we shall be doing, and sing
Thanks for being enabled, again, to begin this instant.”
(Poem by John Hollander, At the New Year, in  Steven J. Rubin, ed. Celebrating the Jewish
Holidays. Brandeis University Press, 2003.)

Shabbat Shalom wishes you a happy and sweet New Year.
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22:1, reporting the sacrifice of Isaac:
“lifted eyes and saw one ram.” This phrase
is used only in these two texts in the whole
Bible. This connection is all the more
interesting in Daniel’s context for the Day
of Atonement is central in this particular
chapter (see article on “Kippur and
Creation,” pages 20-22). This connection
with the Day of Atonement is further
confirmed in Daniel 10:5 where the same
phrase is used again, but the word “the
ram” has there been replaced by “the man”
referring to a heavenly Being dressed as
the High Priest in service during the Day
of Atonement.

Kippur

and the Akedah

By Jacques B. Doukhan
Editor, Shabbat Shalom

B

oth the Bible and Jewish tradition attest
to a significant connection between the
story of the Akedah, the sacrifice of Isaac,
and Kippur, the Day of Atonement. This
connection is already sounded through terminological
links between the two biblical key texts which record
the two experiences, namely Genesis 22 and Leviticus
16. The same association of words “burnt offering”,
“ram” and “see” is present in both texts (Genesis
22:13-14, cf. Leviticus 16:1-3).
The book of Daniel alludes to that connection.
When Daniel 8:3 reports the first step of his
prophetic vision, he uses the same phrase as Genesis
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Jewish tradition, consistently reminds us
of this connection, especially at the time
of the Day of Atonement. Indeed when
the shofar, the ram’s horn, is sounded,
we remember the horn of the ram which
saved the Messiah, His descendant, and
through Him saved all of us. As the rabbis
of the Talmud recall: “Why is the ram’s
horn used?” asks God, “So that I might
remember in your behalf the Akedah of
Isaac son of Abraham” (Talmud Babli,
Rosh Hashanah, 16a). Another Midrash
puts the blowing of the shofar in a cosmic
perspective, the final redemption of
mankind, on the basis of the reference to
the prophecy of Daniel 7: “Throughout
that day [on Mount Moriah], Abraham

When the shofar,the ram’s horn,is sounded,we
remember the horn of the ram which saved
the Messiah, His descendant, and through
Him saved all of us.
saw the ram become entangled in a bush, break
lose, and go free; then again become entangled in a
thicket, break lose, and go free. The Holy one said,
‘Abraham, even so will your children be entangled
in many kinds of sin and trapped within successive
kingdoms that is from Babylon to Media to Greece
to Edom (Cf. Daniel 7)’. Abraham asked, ‘Master
of the universe, will it be forever thus?’ God replied,
‘In the time of the end they will be redeemed at [the
sound of] the horns of this ram’ (cf. Zech. 9:14).”

“The First Kippur”
After the Ten Commandments were given to Israel on Shabuot (the feast of Weeks), Moses
ascended Mount Sinai and remained there forty days to receive the Tablets. He descended
on the 17th of Tamuz, and broke the Tablets because the people worshipped the Golden Calf.
For forty days Moses set up his tent beyond the camp of Israel, and the people mourned.
On the first day of Elul, Moses ascended the mountain again to receive the second Tablets.
During this period the Hebrews fasted daily from sunrise to sunset. On the fortieth day they
fasted from sunset to sunset. This day was the 10th of Tishri. The Hebrews wept when they
went forth to meet Moses in the morning; and he wept when he beheld their repentance.
Then God said: “Your repentance is accepted, and this day will remain the Kippur, the Day
of Atonement throughout all generations” (Tanna Eliahu Zuta, 4.).
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Shema Israel

Bible Correspondence Course

A

systematic study of the Torah, 15 lessons from a Hebrew point of view,
to search, find, and live the biblical
truth—designed for all those
interested in the heritage of Israel.
“A man cannot understand Torah unless he has
stumbled in it.”  (Gittin 43)

A Hebrew Perspective

Biblical truth has suffered much under the impact
of the Jewish-Christian drama.   Historically,
within Christianity, Biblical truth has often been
read and interpreted from the anti-Semitic bias
which in turn triggers a negative response within
the Jewish mindset. The unique perspective of this
course is to embrace the Jewish-Christian drama
in order to unfold the truths of the Bible, free
from any foreign influence of cultural tradition.
Since Biblical truth has been channeled through
the Hebrew culture and language, it will be traced
and shaped from a specific Hebrew perspective,
taking into account not only the Hebrew text but
also the heritage of ancient Jewish sources.

An Interactive Process

This course has been designed in a systematic
manner encompassing 15 topics. You will receive
a study booklet on each of the following topics:
1. The Bible
2. HA-SHEM, The God of Israel
3. Evil and Suffering
4. The Messiah I (Why?)
5. The Messiah II (When and Who?)
6. Israel and the Church
7. The Torah, The Law of God
8. The Shabbat
9. Creation
10. Eating and Drinking
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11. The Nature of Man
12. Death
13. Prophecy and History
14. Judgement
15. Life with God

An Award

In addition to the enrichment gained through your
exploration of Biblical truth, upon completion of
this course you will receive a beautiful diploma
adorned with Hebrew calligraphy and a one-year
subscription of Shabbat Shalom.

About the author of this course

Dr. Jacques Benyamin Doukhan, editor of Shabbat Shalom.
How to receive the Shema Israel Bible Correspondence Course:
Shema Israel Bible Course
P.O. Box 53055
Los Angeles, CA 90053
Phone:
Fax:
E-mail: gospel@vop.com

(805)
(805)

955-7611
955-7703

Ritual Dynamic Structure
Roy Gane
Gorgias Press, New Jersey,
2004
398 pp., $98.00

The present volume is
an edited version of Roy
Gane’s dissertation which
takes up the quest for
a theory of ritual and
methodology of analysis
that recognize and trace the contours of ritual
dynamic structure. The resulting fresh approach
provides a controlled framework for interpreting
rituals belonging to various cultures and for
identifying bases of comparison between them.
Two important innovations are: First, application
of General Systems Theory concepts to study of
human rituals as hierarchically structured human
activity systems; Second, application of F. Staal’s
“ritual syntax” (developed in context to Vedic
studies) to ancient Near Eastern rituals. The first
part of Ritual Dynamic Structure builds a theory
and definition of ritual and a corresponding
methodology for analyzing specific rituals in terms
of their activities and the meanings attached to
those activities. The second part illustrates this
methodology and its usefulness for comparative
studies by applying it to ceremonies belonging to
three ancient Near Eastern festival days of cult
purification: the Israelite Day of Atonement, the
fifth day of the Babylonian New Year Festival of
Spring, and the fourth day of the Hittite Ninth
Year Festival of Telipinu.
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The Impact of Yom Kippur on
Early Christianity
Daniel Stokl Ben Ezra
Mohr Siebeck, Tubingen, 2003
445 pp., 94.00€

The Day of Atonement
(Yom Kippur) was the
most important festival
of late-antique Judaism,
but its influence on Christianity was not generally
recognized. Daniel Stokl Ben Ezra here not only
reveals the profound influence of Yom Kippur on
early Christianity up to the fifth century but also
offers the first detailed analysis of the festival itself. He examines the rituals of and the concepts
underlying Yom Kippur in various types of Second Temple and rabbinic Judaism. In detailed
analyses of many New Testament and extracanonical writings, as well as Gnostic and early
mystical texts, the author portrays the sweeping
influence of the high priest, Holy of Holies, blood
sacrifice and scapegoat ritual on early Christian
thought and practice. In the final part he examines Christian exegesis of Leviticus 16, ChristianJewish polemics and the impact of Yom Kippur
on Christian liturgy.
Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen
zum Neuen Testament
163

Mohr Siebeck

Translation of the back page:

Kol Nidre—All Vows
The first phrase of Kol Nidre – the main
prayer of Yom Kippur – is promising the
remission of all our debts.
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